Best Practices for Recording Barcodes‐Advice from our Members

Rosenberg Library (Kaitlyn Keever)
I use Navigator (NRE) to process the library’s ILLs. There is a public note and private note section in each item’s request record, and I record the
bag barcode in the public note section. This way it is visible to both myself and the lending or borrowing library should the need arise.
I know other ILL interfaces like Worldshare ILL lack a note section, but for libraries using NRE, this is the easiest and most accurate way to keep up
with barcodes.

Nicholson Memorial Library – Sue Ellen Jackson
We print out the paperwork for our interlibrary loan materials. When it comes time to ship these items back to their home, we record the bag
barcode on the bottom of the paperwork. We check each item to see when it is checked in by its home library. Once it has made it back home,
we shred the paperwork. We do the same thing with our materials that we send out. Once it makes it back to us, we shred that paperwork, even
though the borrowing library has used a different bag to send it back to us.

TCU – Jill Kendle
ICU records the barcodes in the Notes section of ILLiad for each item sent. We did not come up with this—I believe IXA did & you passed it on
previously. It has been a great way to make sure a barcode is associated with each loan we send out via courier.

Texas A&M University – Sara Jordan
We used to keep an excel file of each bag we sent: to where, the number of the bag, and the transaction numbers in each bag. Then, we would
save each excel file into a month folder of that year. The file’s name was the date the bags were packed to be shipped. If there was a question
about a shipment, we would have to search through the files to find the bag number or the transaction number.
Now, we save the bag number for each transaction on our interlibrary loan software, ILLiad. There is a reference number field in the transaction
that we scan the bag number to and then we put the date it was shipped with initials of the one the packing bags in a special instructions field.
This way, if another library calls about a missing book/request, we can pull it up by the transaction number. Then, we have the bag number and
date shipped on hand to inform the inquirer. Of course, there’s always a chance for human error, but this new method has consolidated and
streamlined our process for getting the information needed.

Texas A&M University‐San Antonio – Sarah Timm
In response to the recent call for best practices on recording courier barcodes, we simply scan the barcode as a note in the item record in
ILLiad. See below for an example. We do this for both borrowing and lending requests.

Krum Public Library – Donna Pierce
This is what we have been doing. We just scan the bag and then whatever we put into the bag. It is easy to set up and to use.
Example of Transit List (template included)
o Note scanners used ‐ an OLD CCD Barcode reader and possibly even older Follet scanner, plus two new Honeywell scanners.

Date to
be
shipped
06/03/14
06/03/14
06/03/14
06/03/14
06/03/14
06/03/14
06/03/14
06/03/14
06/03/14
06/03/14
06/06/14
06/06/14
06/06/14
06/06/14
06/06/14
06/06/14
06/06/14

Sent to
Library
Aubrey
Saginaw
Lake Cities
Decatur
Sanger
Alvarado
Ponder
Bridgeport
Westworth
Roanoke
DAL 354 (ILL)
DAL 350 (ILL)
Ponder
Sanger
Decatur
Roanoke
Lake Cities

Bag
number
5421016359
5421002523
5421045933
5421036966
5421035642
5421064571
5421020787
5421034237
5421019550
5421050447
5421063581
5421045684
5421058449
5421002897
5421018669
5421036184
5421026665

Items in bag
33805000704477
30564005217646
30137000404437
36249000180896
30382001104856
30481020004745
30579000004070
30385000020376
30114000138740
30251000041765
36249000180365
36249000182565
30579000001001
36249000182452
36249000183057
36249000177301
30137006000368

Items in bag

Items in bag

Items in bag

Items in bag

36249000183930
30137002903387

30564005206387
30137006012984 30137000650242 30137000111964

30385000020373

30385000020377

30137000507979

30137000650051

University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences ‐ Cindy Caton
We enter the courier barcode in the ILLiad record of the book we are returning.

Waco‐McLennan County Library – Kayla Jackson
We keep track of bag barcodes within the item records. We add the bag number to the “Public Note” section in the record to items that we are
sending out and sending back. We were keeping them in a notebook, but we send out around 600 items a month, and it was not feasible for us.
At my previous library, we printed out and kept the Navigator page and wrote the bag number on the top of the page.

Gatesville Public Library – Faye Nichols
At our library, we use and Excel spreadsheet. We scan in the TAE barcode in one column, the request # in another column, and the date we ship it
in another. Very easy to look up by date or request # if we need to check something. We keep the spreadsheet on the desktop of our computer
we use for ILL and back it up to our Onedrive.

Haslet Public Library – Vanessa Crabtree
I created two google forms (one incoming/Check In, one outgoing/check out) to collect barcodes of bags and bar codes of items ‐ we just scan
barcodes into the web form.
We also wanted to collect the information on how many ITEMS were being shipped, not just bags, so we also ask "How many items in bag" to run
a report(pivot table) that will total those for us.

Haslet Public Library –Continued

I paste a code into the last column on my spreadsheets to calculate which month the information is related to. I can search (Ctrl + F) for a
particular barcode (book OR blue bag) to find information on the date it was delivered or sent out from the library. I use the "Notes" field for
anything extra: usually it's ILL NRE numbers (again, I just scan them in to the google form.)

Haslet Public Library –Continued

Then the stats auto populate in two pivot tables in my google sheet:

Haslet Public Library –Continued

Northeast Texas Community College – Heather Shaw
I have been doing this for some time now (2+ years) when I do ILL’s, and please see below for what I do, and attached for screenshots. We also
have OCLC’s Worldshare Management System for about 3‐4+ years (at least the ILL portion, and some of the Discovery service, while our ILS is
SirsiDynix Symphony), after our First Search ILL system had been sunset.



I put our book barcode # in the Local ID space, as well as the book’s call number (anything can be entered there, and stays in the ILL
record, and shows up on any paperwork too). (See highlighted portion of the image Screen Capture for Best Practices Email)
In the Lending notes area I put this (see below or attached called Lending Notes for Screen Capture for Best Practices Email):

Northeast Texas Community College –Continued
o

I hit the “_” enough to make it look like everything below it is a separate thing from the above once the paperwork is printed out.
I then grab a bag and scan the barcode, so that way when I hit the “yes” button that I will send out the item, it will be on the
paperwork and in my ILL system (and, in theory, at least, both libraries should be able to see those numbers, if a report needs to
be made for a lost/missing item).
 What is said in the lending notes for library mail is similar (See below for example), but I have tracking numbers for them,
and request they use the tracking number that I provide for them (which is free to use) that I stick inside the front cover
of the book, along with a return label and a copy of the paperwork, so that way I have a way to let the post office know
what to search for, and the other library knows what number to report if the item gets lost in the mail, which has
happened to me more than once, but was prior to me using those tracking numbers.








Then I hit the “yes” button, and click on the ILL number that comes up, to go back to print 2 copies of the paperwork, one for my files, and
one to go with the book. (See attached pdf named ILL# 180986863 for what gets highlighted, and what markings I would handwrite on
the paper, or use a stamp for condition, and where all of it would go).
I do all the above before hitting the “yes” button because sometimes (and I don’t know why), after hitting “yes,” and trying to go back
and add it in afterwards, it doesn’t always stay there.
I have the TAE label maker bookmarked on every work computer I use, and have been using the label maker since it shortly came out,
even though I had enough old labels to last me well over 10‐20 years.
o I print them to where they come out in portrait orientation, instead of landscape, which reduces the size of the labels, and the
bottom half gets used for the back part of the book strap. This size of label fits very well in the window of the zipper bags, and
does not need further trimming.
o I keep the extra labels, and plan to put them in a 3‐ring notebook for business cards to hopefully, one day, reduce the amount
needed to print in the future, and to keep them in order by site #.
I then check out the item through our ILS, desensitize it (important, because the libraries that forget, including mine, makes our gate go
off when the courier goes through), put on the book strap, using tape only on the paper itself, never to any portion of the book, and wrap
the item in padding and place it in the zippered bag (I have gotten damaged books back in the past because of the item being mishandled

due to the courier, and one day, I saw our courier accidently drop one, but I had padded it well. Library mail pieces I always use enough
padding, and the returning library usually reciprocates in kind.)
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me: Heather Shaw, Reference Librarian, 903‐434‐8152|Fax 903‐434‐4422
Screen shots included from Northeast Community College

Screen shots included from Northeast Community College‐Continued

Screen shots included from Northeast Community College‐Continued

Rose State College – Linda Dillner
After we experienced the loss of a book on loan to us, I developed an Excel workbook to track every transaction. I have attached my recently
prepared workbook for the upcoming 2018 fiscal year.

How I use it:
I print it out blank for the upcoming year and we record manually throughout the month at the Circ Desk. At the end of the month I enter all the
barcodes into the spreadsheet. (The TOTALS worksheet grabs the totals from each monthly worksheet so I don’t have to go back through and do
this manually.)

How I formatted it:
Rose State College is on a 2‐day per week courier schedule and my spreadsheet reflects that.

What purpose it serves:
This spreadsheet makes me feel confident that we could easily supply TAE with the necessary information to track down a lost book.
Please feel free to share it if you think it would help someone else.
I’m sure by now there are great ways to track this information in the cloud and I will probably explore that option eventually, but for now, Excel
works for me.

Rose State College‐Attached spreadsheet:

#
Delivery Bags
SHIPPED
Dates
Shp'd TAE Bag #
9/5

9/7

9/12

9/14

SHIPPED
ILL TX #

#
Bags
Rec'd

RECEIVED
TAE Bag #

RECEIVED
ILL TX #

9/19

9/21

9/26

9/28

0

0

Gilbreath Memorial Library – Emily Rogers
I normally use a red pen to write the barcode directly on my ILL request paperwork. I also use the red pen to show the courier return date. It’s an
easy way to keep all the info in one spot. It may not be the prettiest record keeping system, but I have all of my information in one place. At the
end of a month, I scan all my ILLs for that particular month into a digital file where I can refer back to a piece of paperwork should I need to.

Leon Valley Public Library – Sherry Watson
Well, I may not be among “best practices” for sharing purposes simply because my way might be too much for most, here are sample pages from
what I do. It is all the info smack dab in one place, totally color‐coded ‘cause I can get the info fast that way.




Everything coming and going, from which source (NRE or Worldcat) and what kind of transport (Texpress/mail/etc.).
I have one file of everything requested from all sources (our library, other libraries) and what happens to them, etc.‐‐
the courier info is under the TXP headings (inserted notes with the bag numbers and any other relevant info).

The other file is of everything going out and coming in, in such a way I can easily read for stats for various purposes(not just TAE). The bag
numbers are in the boxes of the courier items in that file, and I cross‐ref the two files
Screenshot of excel spreadsheet – Leon Valley PL

